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COUNTRY: (U) ARGENTINA (AR).

SUBJ: (b)(3):10 USC 424 GOB UPDATE - ARGARM SENIOR RANKING OFFICER ASSIGNMENTS ANNOUNCED (U)

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED CONFIDENTIAL.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
SUMMARY: THIS REPORT FORWARDS ARGARM SENIOR RANKING OFFICER ASSIGNMENTS FOR 1992. ASSIGNMENTS TO BE EFFECTIVE IN DEC 91 - JAN 92 TIME FRAME.


GENERAL DE DIVISION (MG) VICE CHIEF OF THE HORACIO GUILLERMO ((CANESTRO)) JOINT STAFF
GENERAL DE BRIGADA (BG) CHIEF OF OPERATIONS HECTOR HORACIO ((GASQUET)) JOINT STAFF
GENERAL DE DIVISION VICE CHIEF OF STAFF MARIO CANDIDO ((DIAZ)) ARGENTINE ARMY
GENERAL DE DIVISION INSPECTOR GENERAL RAUL JULIO GOMEZ ((SABAINI)) ARGENTINE ARMY
GENERAL DE BRIGADA DIRECTOR OF THE ENRIQUE BENITO ((LAURENTI)) GENERAL STAFF
GENERAL DE BRIGADA SECRETARY GENERAL ANIBAL ULISES ((LAINO))
GENERAL DE BRIGADA GL (PERSONNEL) ALBERTO ARMANDO ((ABRAMORI))
GENERAL DE BRIGADA G2 (INTELLIGENCE) CARLOS RICARDO ((SCHILLING))
(NO CHANGE)
GENERAL DE BRIGADA G3 (OPERATIONS) CARLOS MARIA ((ZABALA))
GENERAL DE BRIGADA G4 (LOGISTICS) EDMUNDO ALDO ((BERTORELLO))
GENERAL DE BRIGADA G5 (FINANCE) ALDO MARIO ((ABRAMI))
GENERAL DE BRIGADA G6 (PLANNING) HECTOR LUBIN ((ARIAS))
GENERAL DE BRIGADA G7 (DOCTRINE) GENERAL DE BRIGADA DAVID UBALDO ((COMINI))
(NO CHANGE)
GENERAL DE BRIGADA DIRECTOR GENERAL OF ALBERTO JORGE ((MAFFEY)) MILITARY INSTITUTES
GENERAL DE BRIGADA   DIRECTOR OF ENRIQUE SANTIAGO ((SERVATICO))  PROFESSIONALISM
GENERAL DE BRIGADA   DIRECTOR OF THE DAVID MARTIN RUIZ ((PALACIOS)) MILITARY ACADEMY
(NO CHANGE)          "COLEGIO MILITAR DE LA NACION"
GENERAL DE BRIGADA   COMMANDER II CORPS
MAXIMO ROSENDO ((GROBA))
(NO CHANGE)
GENERAL DE BRIGADA   COMMANDER III CORPS
CARLOS ALBERTO ((QUEVEDO))
GENERAL DE BRIGADA   COMMANDER V CORPS
JORGE ((HALPERIN))
GENERAL DE BRIGADA   DEPUTY COMMANDER
ENRIQUE GUIDO ((SZTYRLE))  V CORPS
GENERAL DE BRIGADA   CMDR
JULIO CESAR ((VERONELLI)) 1 ARMORED BRIGADE
CORONEL           CMDR II ARMORED
CARLOS FRANCISCO ((VERNENGO)) 2 ARMORED CAV BDE
GENERAL DE BRIGADA   CMDR
JOSE CARLOS ((HILGERT)) 3 INFANTRY BRIGADE
GENERAL DE BRIGADA   CMDR
ARTEMIO OSVALDO ((BARREIRO)) 4 INF BDE AIRBORNE
(NO CHANGE)
GENERAL DE BRIGADA CMDR
RAFAEL ALBERTO ((CAZAUX)) 5 INF BDE MIXED
GENERAL DE BRIGADA   CMDR
JORGE EUSEBIO ((REARTE)) 6 MOUNT INF BDE
(NO CHANGE)
GENERAL DE BRIGADA CMDR
CARLOS ALBERTO ((SETTEL)) 8 MOUNT INF BDE
(NO CHANGE)
GENERAL DE BRIGADA   CMDR
JUAN CARLOS ((MUGNOLO)) 9 INFANTRY BRIGADE
GENERAL DE BRIGADA   CMDR
ALFREDO PABLO ((ROLANDO)) 10 MECH INF BRIGADE
GENERAL DE BRIGADA   CMDR
HECTOR MARIO ((GIRALDA)) 11 MECH INF BRIGADE
(NO CHANGE)
CORONEL           CMDR
CARLOS ALBERTO ((DIAZ)) 12 INFANTRY BRIGADE
CORONEL           CMD BUENOS AIRES
VICTOR DEMETRIO ((PERALTA)) MILITARY DISTRICT
GENERAL DE BRIGADA DIRECTOR OF HEALTH
ANTOLIN ((MOSQUERA))
(NO CHANGE)
CORONEL COMPTROLLER GENERAL
NILO OMAR ((ZANOR))
(NO CHANGE)
CORONEL DIRECTOR
RICARDO RAMON ((FRIAS)) LOGISTICS BRANCH
(NO CHANGE)
CORONEL DIRECTOR
MANUEL CORNEJO ((TORINO)) MILITARY FACTORIES
(NO CHANGE)
GENERAL DE BRIGADA PRESIDENT
RICARDO ((RAPACIOLI)) INSTITUTE FOR
(NO CHANGE) TECHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
GENERAL DE BRIGADA ARMY ATTACHE TO USA
EDUARDO RUBEN ((FIORDA))
(NO CHANGE)
COMMENTS: 1. (b)(3):10 USC 424 ALL POSITIONS
INDICATE FY 92 CHANGES EXCEPT THOSE NOTED "NO CHANGE".
(b)(3):10 USC 424 CONCERNING ARGARM GENERAL
OFFICER PROMOTIONS AND RETIREMENTS.
2. (b) THE V CORPS IN BAHIA BLANCA WILL ONCE AGAIN BE
THE ONLY CORPS TO HAVE A DEPUTY COMMANDER (BG SZTYRLE).
THE OTHER TWO CORPS WILL CONTINUE WITH JEFE DE ESTADO
MAYOR (CHIEF OF STAFF - 0-6'S).
2. (b) INTERESTING TO NOTE THAT MOST OF THE TOP KEY
POSITIONS (COS, VICE JCS, INSPECTOR GENERAL, AND DIR
GEN STAFF) ARE OCCUPIED BY ARTILLERY OFFICERS, GIVING
THIS BRANCH ALMOST TOTAL CONTROL OF THE ARGARM. THIS
COUPLED WITH THE FACT THAT THE NUMBERS 1, 3, 4 AND 5
SENIOR GENERALS HAPPEN TO ALSO BELONG TO ARTILLERY
COULD CREATE SOME DISCONTENT FURTHER DOWN THE LINE.

(b)(1),1.4 (c)
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